
 

 

 

 

 

 

A New Era: 

Explosive speed, powerhouse offense, flashy stick handling, impenetrable defense, and eccentric 

celebrations, all characteristics one would expect from the National Hockey League’s bountiful 

roster of leading all-star and veteran players, correct? Think again. With a quarter of the 2016 / 17 

season completed, followers, coaches, and players are left shocked and speechless. This is the year of 

the rookie. No sluggish starts, dramatic attitudes, or ranging excuses to hold them back; just pure 

unadulterated talent and skill featured by Buffalo’s 2016 draft pool – and it’s decimating the league 

by storm. 

While all-stars like Ovechkin, Crosby, and Kane are still hosting their usual high conversion and 

scoring numbers, it comes as a surprise to see the immediate value and strength behind the league’s 

young talent. With impactful contributions all along the board, the future of hockey is in question. 

Whether tending the net, guarding the blue line, or pushing the offensive zone, no longer shall the 

children of the league be misrepresented as third or fourth line players looking to be conditioned 

and trained for their upcoming careers. The talent of last year’s draft is incredible. 

 

Offensive Oppression: 

First overall 2016 draft pick Auston Matthews gave Toronto fans a memorable show as he netted 4 

goals in his National Hockey League debut. A historical start to his career, not only highlighting his 

blazing speed, immaculate puck handling, and offensive 

capabilities; but giving fans a glimmer of hope for the 

future of the team. However, the hype doesn’t end here. 

The Toronto Maple leafs have also found an exceptional 

display of talent in rookies Mitchell Marner, and William 

Nylander. Across the board, the three occupy the centre 

positions for the first three lines; however, have been 

playing as if they have been skating and scoring at a 

professional level for years. In combination, Matthews, 

Marner, and Nylander confidently control a spot within 

the top four rookies in the 2016 / 17 season to date. 8, 

7, and 6 goals; 8, 9, and 9 assists, respectively. The 

offensive powerhouse from Toronto is a force to be 

reckoned with and has shown no signs of a decline.  



 

A short plane ride away sits Winnipeg’s all-star rookie, Patrik Laine, the NHL’s leading rookie and 

second overall 2016 draft pick. With an explosive lead to the season and no signs of stoppage, Laine 

is arguably overshadowing Auston Matthew’s attention. With 22 games played, the rookie has found 

the back of the net 12 times, achieved 2 hat-tricks, and has dished out 6 assists, putting him at an 

impressive 18 points. Playing a flexible left/right wing combination finds Laine fitting more than 

multiple offensive scenarios. Paired with Nikolaj Ehlers, Mark Scheifele, Blake Wheeler, and Dustin 

Byfuglien on the 1st powerplay unit; Patrik Laine is a dominating rookie making his mark in the 

league. 

 

Dominating the Eastern conference alongside the league’s most aggressively offensive 

team, The New York Rangers is Jimmy Vesey. With an appearance on each and every 

of the Ranger’s fourth lines, the 23-year old rookie is playing a versatile role alongside 

a team that appears to do no wrong despite a crippling injury reserve. Considering the 

fairly distributed conversion rate of the team, Vesey has netted 7 goals and 6 assists in 

22 games, a substantial start to his professional career. Playing with the likes of 

veteran Rick Nash in his first few games as well as occupying space on the powerplay was more than 

enough to conditioning to fit the winger into the league. 

 

Defensive Dependence: 

Playing arguably one of the toughest roles in the National Hockey League, Zach 

Werenski has made a mark on the Columbus Blue Jackets that is excelling the team 

into early playoff contention. With almost 50 shots on goal, Werenksi as a 

defenseman is pairing amongst the elite veterans of the league. In 18 games, the 19-

year old rookie has an incredible 5 goals, 10 assists, and +5 overall. Most notably, 

Werenski has shown that he is not afraid to put the puck on the net, a common 

drawback for a rookie defenseman. Additionally, Werenski is finding himself playing team-high ice 

time minutes and has carved himself as a crutch in the Blue Jackets success. Consistency is where 

the rookie excels, whether a win or a loss he is continually converting and averaging impressive 

point production numbers. Flying under the radar, Werenski is a huge contribution to the 

resurgence of the 2016 Columbus Blue Jackets. 

 

  



 

First round pick, Brady Skjei (pronounced Shea) has been a positive addition and 

surprise to the New York Ranger’s defensive core. Leading the NHL in assists for a 

rookie, Skjei finds himself with 11 assists in 21 games. Although the 22-year old US-

born rookie has yet to register a goal, he has been a beneficial component of the 

New York Ranger’s success. Competing with the likes of Ryan McDonagh, and 

Marc Staal, it’s no wonder why Skjei hasn’t been given more 

opportunities, as the Ranger’s contain a strong defensive lineup. However, this 

has not held the rookie back. With a slot on the 2nd powerplay unit Skjei has 

been both a responsible and versatile player, shifting from line-to-line and both 

sides of the ice. Dishing out an impressive amount of hits, Skjei is another value 

player that is flying under the radar. 

 

Crease Control: 

Two words, Matt Murray. An incredible rookie and netminder that 

has shown immense promise and is sparking many rumors. Although 

he has played a total of 20 games, 13 of them were in the previous 

year when he was called up from the AHL. However, 2016 / 17 

technically qualifies as his rookie debut as he is officially a backup 

tender for the Pittsburgh Penguins. In 7 starts he has put up an 

impressive 6/1 win/loss record, with an insane .945 save percentage 

and 1.56 goals against average in 182 shots. These numbers do not tell lies. Matt Murray is a great up 

and coming goaltender. So great, that rumors have spread that he will be replacing the Pens’ starting 

goalie as the mock expansion draft see’s  Fleury headed for the Las Vegas Golden Knights. Murray 

is amongst top 5 goalies for save percentages; however, this number is likely to decline naturally with 

increased ice time. Backed by the offensive legends Sidney Crosby, Evgeni Malkin, Murray’s future 

looks more than bright.  

 

Hockey History: 

Whether you’re following your favorite team, participating in a fantasy league, or enjoying the love 

for sport, the 2016 / 17 year of the rookie will pair as one to remember in hockey history. Offensive, 

defensive, and goaltending are at an all-time high with young talent coming from across the world. 

Fearlessly giving it their all, rookies are contending for more than a position on the roster. They’re 

fighting to prove their value, build a reputation, and establish a career in the National Hockey 

League. Be sure to keep your eyes on this year and follow the rookies as they continue to thrive 

onwards into the season and battling for a spot to win the Calder Trophy. Pure unadulterated talent 

is being represented by the youngsters of the league. Who will rank as the most impacting and 

influential? Will Matthews continue to live up to expectations? Will Laine keep lighting it up for the 

Jets? Or will Marner and Nylander make a name for themselves and go down amongst the greats of 

the Toronto Maple Leafs? With three-quarters of a season remaining, the future of the 2016 / 17 

league is unknown. But what we do know is it will be packed full of young talent in the offensive 

zone, on the blue line, and in the crease. The veterans of tomorrow are on their way to make history.  


